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What is FIGG’s current involvement in the new Harbor Bridge? The Project was divided into two main 
portions: (1) the New Harbor Bridge, and (2) the Roadway Section, which includes an interchange and 
approaches. Figg is no longer involved in the design and construction of the New Harbor Bridge.  Figg 
continues to work on the Roadway Section.  
 
Do the approaches use the pre-cast method? The approach bridges are precast segmental spans, 
 
Did FIGG performed the quality checks in-house before they were let go of the main project? Prior to 
Figg’s removal from the New Harbor Bridge, an independent quality firm was responsible for quality 
check.  
 
Please provide an update on the cost, as you were unclear about what was paid out already and what 
needed to be paid still. You have been provided with the sum paid to-date and the cost of the 
construction contract. 

 
What role does FIGG have in construction, including if there were any safety concerns at all having to do 
with the approaches and if any delta frames are part of the approaches? TxDOT has not identified safety 
concerns with the approaches. The independent review commissioned by TxDOT was for the cable stay 
portion of the New Harbor Bridge.  The delta frames are not part of the approaches 
 
What is the cost of the change orders that are on the table as well as the total that the bridge will cost 
with and without those change orders? Please let us know which change orders you are referencing. 
 
I’m going to ask for an update about any fixes for the four remaining major issues that you and FDLLC 
are discussing? Coordination continues on the remaining four items, 
 
Dig FIGG did their own quality control before they were let go from the main span of the project? FIGG 
was responsible for quality control but quality acceptance was done by an independent quality 
acceptance firm. (Atlas) 
 
Why the new lead engineer in charge of design didn’t change some of the crucial aspects of the FIGG 
design? That is a question that should be asked of FDLLC 
 
Why has FIGG remained on the project after being debarred? The debarment does not affect Figg’s 
eligibility to continue work on current projects.  They are debarred from bidding on future projects. 
Please see FHWA’s website for details on the debarment. 
 
 Is TxDOT seeking any reimbursement from Figg, as Harris county is? TxDOT is currently examining all 
options. 
 
Harris County is no longer using pre-casting method because of safety concerns, does TXDOT feel like 
this is truly the most appropriate and safest way forward? We do not know the details of what Harris 
County is doing with its project.  However, precast concrete is a conventional, industry-accepted 
construction method.  In fact, TxDOT maintains a list of approved material producers for precast 
elements which can be found here: Material producer list (txdot.gov) 


